FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ACTION ALERT

ALEX JONES & DR RON PAUL”
Dollar will collapse 100%

Sept 21, 2016 – Statement of EDWARD C NOONAN, 2016 Presidential Candidate:

China Staring at a 1929-Style Crash
Although it's happened over a shorter time span, the recent Chinese stock market crash bears much resemblance to the U.S. crash of 1929, right down to the official attempts to reverse the losses.

SOURCES: Bloomberg, Money Morning Staff Research.

At first glance, the chart to the left looks harmless enough. “Just a wavy line?”

The American Resistance Party predicts that a global economic collapse of historical proportions is underway.

The economic crash has already begun and there is no cure for what is about to come crashing down upon our heads!

China will take over the Reserve Currency economy on Oct 1, 2016. In addition, Alex Jones and Dr. Ron Paul reports on their YouTube video saying: “Dollar will collapse, Gold will go to infinity.”

Both Jones and Paul warn, “The dollar will collapse 100% on 27 September 2016. Last Warning to America.” See video at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OEY0L5CEP8U
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